Capture the N — Waste Away customers consistently report increased levels of nitrogen transferred from the pit to the field where it’s needed to fuel crop growth. To calculate the dollar value of nitrogen captured by Waste Away, use our handy Nitrogen Calculator at www.advancedbiologicalsllc.com.

In the pit, Waste Away goes to work:
Consuming Carbon Sources — Waste Away’s high concentrations of carbon-digesting microbes continually consume the solids that, in an imbalanced system, become sludge and surface crust.
• Liquified Solids = Significantly lower agitation requirements at pump-out
• Eliminated Crusting = Sharply reduced populations of flies and other pests

Capturing Off-Gassing — Hydrogen sulfide, ammonia and other gasses that would otherwise be lost to the atmosphere are captured and retained in the manure.
• Captured Gasses = Higher fertilizer value
• Fewer Gas Emissions = Less foaming and improved air quality

Footnotes:
1 Nitrogen comparisons derived from manure management reports on file with the Iowa Department of Natural Resources.

The Waste Away Manure Treatment System
Automatic • Effective • Affordable
But you don’t have to take our word for it...
“I raise 18,000 hogs at a time and use Waste Away in all of my barns because I like the benefits I receive. My manure stays liquid allowing for a good pump out, my flies stay in check year round due to the lack of crusting, and I get an overall better quality manure to spread on my fields. I would recommend it to anyone looking to receive the same benefits.”

-Rod Fastert, Rock Rapids, Iowa

For more comments from Waste Away customers, visit www.advancedbiologicalsllc.com

To order Waste Away, contact:
Kelly Daniels • 515.851.9194
kelly@hedgewoodconsulting.com
www.hedgewoodconsulting.com

Waste Away® System
A powerful biological manure treatment injected where it’s needed when it’s needed.
Automatic • Effective • Affordable
The **Waste Away** manure treatment system provides the **one-two punch** against the **biological imbalance** that causes challenges in production-animal waste storage.

**Where it’s needed when it’s needed**

The key to effective manure storage treatment lies in building and maintaining optimal biological balance in waste pits and lagoons. Unlike traditional biological products that require the producer to remember to pour product into the pit at ongoing, regular intervals throughout the year, the Waste Away Injection System™ automatically delivers the right amount of treatment liquid at the exact intervals needed for optimal biological balance in the stored waste. Simply fill the tank once a year and the Waste Away injection system takes care of the rest.

**All bacteria are not created equal.**

Waste Away pit treatment liquid consists of powerful, naturally cultivated bacteria and microbes selected for their express ability to aggressively restore biological balance in pits and lagoons, and then continue working to maintain that balance over time.

Waste Away is created under real-world conditions to ensure the active biological populations can perform in diverse environments.

**And it’s affordable**

Compared head-to-head with other commercial chemical and biological pit treatment products, Waste Away is nearly half the annual cost at its recommended effective application rate.